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Editorial
On the 5th November, we gathered with our friends and neighbours on a wintery, 
though mercifully dry, evening in the community garden and enjoyed a small 
bonfire and smattering of fireworks, but mainly each other’s company. We lined 
one of the raised planters, added some water and created a reflecting pool on 
which children made floating lanterns. On the lantern’s paper sides each child 
wrote or drew pictures of the sources of light in their lives that they wanted to 
thank God for.
A five year old girl drew a row of houses and proceeded to explain that one of the 
houses was her house, one was my family’s home and one was Chris and Anna’s.
Small moments like this are treasured.
Living in the community is a condition of joining the team. For those coming in 
cold it can be a little daunting, for numerous and perhaps obvious reasons, but 
moments like this are welcome reminders of its vital place in our work.
It is a privilege to be considered a light in a community where many don’t feel 
like there is an abundance of safe and welcoming places. The young girl can 
be considered a reasonably sound witness having had plenty of opportunity to 
authenticate the light, after being taken to Tuesday Meal (now at Matt’s House 
but previously at Chris and Anna’s) since she was born and regularly being in 
and out of our home, to all intents and purposes as one of the family. The fact 
that the young girl holds such a view is all the more encouraging with Ian and 
Iona arriving and buying a home in our community. Perhaps it won’t be that long 
before she wants to add a further building to her lantern. 
It is not our plan that we will buy up the whole neighbourhood, we do not see 
ourselves as the only sources of light and so have not been led to bring about a 
covert settlement program.  Where necessary, we hope to act as pilot lights to 
help ignite some others, but more often than not it is to seek out and then gather 
with the existing flickering lights to form something that can not only resist the 
cold better, but together shine much brighter. We have come to learn that there 
is more light here than many might imagine.
The glowing endorsement from the young girl’s lantern is precious, but what 
warms me most is that she sees her own home as a light in the community. 
Knowing her mother well, I know there have been many times where she would 
not have shared her daughter’s insight into their home and certainly not the 
home that she herself grew up in. But it has been a comfort to see their home 
change over the last few years; to see hope being fostered through the healthy 
relationships in their lives and as her mum’s understanding of her innate worth 
has grown. To see what has been happening inwardly, increasingly being



Baby Group has had a number of new 
members and we have really enjoyed 
the fun and chaos that this has bought.  
We are seeing the group become a 
source of support and friendship to 
one another.  Parents are revived by 
some ‘grown up’ company and kids 
get time to learn some vital social 
skills whilst playing together. It is  also 
i n c r e a s i n g l y 
become a great 
way to meet 
new families 
and introduce 
them to other 
areas of our 
community life 
together.

reflected outwardly is cause for thanksgiving.
On behalf of the team, I would like to thank you all for the way you have fuelled 
and kept us going over the year, with your words of encouragement, your gifts 
and your prayers.  We are fairly fragile lights at times and so we are deeply grateful 
to you for journeying with us.
May you be comforted, inspired and further renewed as we remember the 
coming of the great light this Christmas and the new dawn for us all  (Matt 4:16).

Richard

News Round ...

Youth Club visited Hull Escape Rooms, 
where they proved themselves to be 
alarmingly good bank robbers! They 
also enjoyed watching an England 
U21’s football match.



Our parents group has continued to come together to learn new skills and 
support one another.  In September, we undertook 
a Cooking on a Budget course where we tried a wide 
range of new recipes with differing degrees of success!  
One Mum started the course as a ‘can’t cook’ and 
quickly grew in confidence, cooking more and more of 
the recipes at home for her family.  Since November, we 
have been embracing Christmas craft, with homemade 
decorations, gifts and baking.  The parents always give 
a lot to our Christmas activities and in return it is great 
to be able to create space for them to do something for 
themselves at this busy time of year.

It is always a highlight when we get together as a 
community.  Being able to share life in this way is such 
a blessing.  Our annual beach trip and bonfire night this 
year have been no exception. For some it was the first 
time they had joined us at the beach, in fact the first 
time they had been to the beach at all!  For others, they 
have been part of the fabric of HYFC for so long they have 
lost track of the number of gatherings they’ve attended.  
Whatever the case, these times bring everyone together 
with a real sense of family, where we all belong, and the 
memories that we make together are precious to us all.



See You 
Around

I’ve lived in Matt’s House for the last 
five years or so, but recently I decided 
it was the right time for me to move 
on. Rich asked me whether I’d be up 
for writing a short reflection on my 
time in Matt’s House, so here goes! 

Matt’s House is the former Vicarage 
for St Matthews on the Boulevard, a 
large Victorian, 6 bedroom detached 
house that the Church Mission Society 
bought and renovated and now, with 
support from HYFC, holds a small 

community of residents. The community aims to be a home for those who 
want to live in the area and to get involved and seek out ways to help make a 
difference, sharing life together, reflecting, praying and learning together. 

My time in Matt’s House has definitely been “life to the full!” At times wonderful, 
hosting bonfires and gatherings underneath the stars, and hatching up plans 
with friends over food that birthed the Caravan of Love, Mad Pride Hull, and 
the anti-BP protests we did during 2017. At times really tough, living with the 
inevitable tensions of life together, sometimes spoken, often unspoken. But 
mostly just ordinary and mundane, the normal, simple, but often beautiful 
things of life, chats over cups of tea, frying eggs from our lovely rescue hens, and 
lounging in the hammock in the garden.

What have I learned? I’ve learned that 
others will never be exactly what I want 
them to be, and I will never be exactly 
what they want me to be, and there, at 
that place of tension, at that frontier, 
community happens. Community is 
the conversation that happens at that 
frontier between myself and others 
and when it’s done beautifully and 
skillfully (it can also be done in quite 
ugly and clumsy ways) it is life in all



its fullness, a wonderful, meaningful, 
exciting adventure. What more could 
you want!?!

I’ve learned, in that conversation of 
community, that I can stop forcing 
my way and let go of my expectations 
of what others should be, accepting 
them just as they are, or I can force 
things, violently trying to mould 
others according to my own ideas of 
how they should be. In the same way, 
I can either bend to the pressure and 
expectations of others, giving in for the 
sake of an easy life, or I can stay true to 
myself, singing my song and dancing 
my dance, whatever the cost. 

Sometimes I’ve done that conversation 
skillfully and beautifully, but I’ve also sometimes done it in quite ugly and clumsy 
ways. But thankfully, Matt’s House is a place where forgiveness happens, and I’m 
grateful to Martin, Paula, Carla, Mark, JP, the Dysons and all the others involved 
for all the many times they’ve forgiven me.

In this context of forgiveness in Matt’s House, I’ve discovered more about how 
deeply accepted I am by God. I’ve learned that God loves me unconditionally 
(which really does mean with absolutely no conditions!), just as I am. Despite my 
many flaws and failings (see Martin and Paula for more details :)) God accepts me 
just as I am, with no demands that I change. There are obviously various parts 
of myself I’d love to see changed, some parts I’m ashamed of, some just plain 
old stupid parts, but God does not push or pressure, and invites me to love and 
accept myself in the same way as she does, entirely. No need to beat myself with 
the “should stick” or “ought stick”. I’m free to be myself, just as I am!

Matt’s House is by no means a “perfect” community, whatever that means. There 
is still so much more to learn about how to better reflect and communicate 
together as a community, how to have that conversation of community more 
beautifully and skillfully over the years ahead. But overall, I’m incredibly grateful 
for my time in Matt’s House, to the people, to the house and to everyone who 
supports and makes it possible. It’s been such a gift for me.

Thank you!

Sam Donaldson



Introducing 
Iona ...
Iona Dyson joined the team as our 
new part-time Youth and Children’s 
worker in September. Iona is 
married  to Ian who worked as HYFC 
Administrator/Youth Worker 14 
years ago. They have two children 
Jonny and Hope with another 
e x p e c t e d 
in March. 
Jonny aged 
6 has begun 
at Chiltern 
P r i m a r y 
School and 
Hope will start 
nursery after 
C h r i s t m a s . 
Iona and Ian 
are currently 
living in Matt’s House whilst a full 
renovation is completed on the 
home they have bought in Malm 
Street.  

Life before Hull
“I’m originally from Bristol but before 
moving to Hull I lived in Edinburgh for 15 
years. Whilst in Edinburgh I completed 
my degree in Community Education 
and spent a number of years working 
with various youth and community 
groups across the city. One of the first 
projects I worked at was Citylife, a 
Christian community ministry that ran 
in the West of Edinburgh. It was here 

that I met Ian and gained experience 
of working with children and young 
people on the margins in a faith-
based context. This was a formative 
time and taught me a lot about myself 
and ministering to others, whilst also 
opening my eyes to what God was 
doing outside the boundaries of the 
traditional church. I went on to work 
in different contexts but the desire to 
see those on the margins included in 
the family of God never left me. My 
most recent role was as Community 

D e v e l o p m e n t 
Manager for an 
o r g a n i s a t i o n 
called Sikh 
Sanjog which 
works to 
e m p o w e r 
minority ethnic 
women in the 
city. We ran 
various groups 
and offered one 

to one support to the most isolated 
and vulnerable women struggling 
with oppression and many other 
barriers which prevented them from 
accessing any mainstream support 
services. It was a joy to walk alongside 
these women and see the difference 
we were able to make in their lives. 
The organisation also ran a social 
enterprise cafe - Punjabi Junction - 
which served the best home-made 
curries. If you are ever in Edinburgh 
look it up, I miss the pakora especially!” 

Journey towards Hull
“We had felt unsettled in Edinburgh



for a number of years and knew our 
season there was coming to an end 
but we weren’t quite sure where else 
we should be so kept praying and 
seeking God and testing the waters 
but nothing seemed to be the right 
fit or the timing seemed wrong. Since 
Ian left Hull we had been back to visit 
a number of times and we knew that 
we had a heart to live in a similar 
context where we would be able to 
be a part of community life, to live 
alongside people and also live out our 
faith but we just couldn’t figure out 
where we should do that. We started 
2019 knowing that we couldn’t carry 
on where we were and after some 
conversations with Rich and Emma in 
February it seemed that opportunities 
in Hull were opening up and it was 
right for other reasons too like being 
close to both of our families. 

Reasons for Excitement
We are really enjoying settling in and 
being a part of the community here. 
It’s great to share life with others in the 
team and to start building relationships 
in the wider Hull YFC family too. We 
have had lots of fun joining in with 
other families on things like the beach 
trip in the summer and more recently to 
celebrate bonfire night. We are looking 
forward to friendships growing here 
and as Children’s and Youth Worker I 
am looking forward to getting to know 
children and young people better and 
having lots of fun together as we also 
explore the deeper questions of life. 

What has Hull brought to your life? 

Someone told me that Hull is the 
biggest village in the country and 
at times it does have that feel. After 
the busyness of Edinburgh we have 
enjoyed being part of a city which is 
a bit more relaxed. We also love the 
Yorkshire countryside so are happy to 
be closer to that. I have learned some 
new language... didn’t know what 
‘mafting’ meant before I came here 
and I hear good things about a Hull 
pattie which I am yet to try! 

First Impressions 
Hull feels like an island sometimes, 
it’s a bit out of the way geographically 
and so has its own distinct feel and still 
feels very rooted in its traditions, which 
in our area are closely linked with the 
fishing industry. It is clear to see the 
impact the loss of this is still having 
generations on in terms of a lack of 
local employment and issues linked to 
poverty and deprivation. Jesus raised 
up those who were downtrodden 
in society and he also challenged 
injustice on a wider scale speaking 
directly to those in leadership. For me 
being a part of the team here is about 
loving the one in front of us but also 
speaking up and challenging injustice 
at every level in society.
Please pray for Iona, Ian and 
the family as they settle into the 
community and begin to build 
relationships with the young 
people and families here. Pray for 
the safe arrival of their baby and 
pray especially hard that the major 
renovations on their home will be 
completed before then!  



Home 
Improvements
This summer we began the building work on 
the Orts space to make it fit for purpose. We 
decided to phase the work so that we could 
undertake the bulk of the project with the 
funds we had secured, in order to get our 
most pressing needs addressed. October 
marked our home-coming, into a fantastic 
new space with much-needed heating, 
lighting, level accessible flooring, a beautiful 
new window and a mezzanine floor offering 
a more tranquil space which still remains 
connected to the life and hubbub of the 
gathering. The chief concern about the 
proposed ‘grand design’ for all the women 
who come to Orts was “will it still feel like 
Orts?”. Turns out, it does! The refurbished 
space still has a tangible sense of safety, 
peace and uplift and the unanimous verdict 
has been “it’s got a really good feel, still feels 
like Orts”.

We envisage being able to use the space 
with more flexibility, so that people can be 
working on larger pieces upstairs whilst 
others are around the table downstairs. 

Some of the women are in particularly vulnerable or troubled circumstances and 
the new mezzanine floor will provide a quieter space for more confidential chats 
and support as well as a calm space in which to have some rest or respite whilst 
still feeling connected to the rest of the group. We hope to be able to expand 
to other days besides our usual weekly session, offering workshops eg banner 
making, bespoke tailoring, sewing machine maintenance, etc and perhaps 
separate sessions for particular groups, eg Dads and Kids Make & Do, a Somali 
women’s group, etc. The mezzanine floor somehow has a tangibly “thin space” 
feel to it, so we plan to use it as a prayer space too, trusting that both the room 
and the neighbourhood might be infused with the peace of the Spirit of God.

Anna



20 Years of 
Breakfast 

Club!
Back in 1998 Anna and myself 
went to a conference in Swanwick, 
Derbyshire, some kind of urban 
inner-city workers gathering. One 
of the speakers was the late great 
Bob Holman, a hero of ours and 
later to become a good friend to all 
the team. Bob was well known for 
his work and writings regarding the 
inner city poor. He was an extremely 
humble ambassador for Jesus, being 
a regular contributor to the Guardian 
newspaper on the topic of justice 
amongst other things.

We had been thinking about starting 
a breakfast club and through our 
limited research had come across 
one started by Bob and his wife 

Annette on Easter House estate in 
Glasgow where they lived, so thought 
he would be the perfect person to 
speak to about our plan.

At breakfast on the first day we had 
our opportunity. Anna and I went 
down to the canteen and Bob was 
at a table on his own. We found 
ourselves a table and, a little nervous 
and star-struck, had a funny debate 
about which one of us should go 
over and glean some of his wisdom 
on how to start and run a breakfast 
club. Eventually I made my way 
over to Bob to ask him our deep 
questions. I sat down and awkwardly 
rambled on about the needs of our 
neighbourhood, what we hoped to 
do and why we felt God might be 
served by it. When I finished I didn’t 
need to wait long for his reply: “Just 
start it “ he said. I made my way back 
to Anna who was waiting to hear his 
profound insight. “What did he say?” 
“He said, just start it”. We were a bit 
surprised by his simple answer but, 
as often with divine appointments, it 
was exactly what we needed to hear.  



An Abundant Harvest 
Breakfast Club is reliant on the generosity of the churches that collect 
cereals, fruit juice, tea, coffee and sugar at their Harvest 
services. So we would all like to say a very 
big thank you to the congregations 
at All Saints’ (North Ferriby), St. 
Andrew’s (Kirkella), St. Nicholas’ 
(Wigginton), St. John the Baptist 
(West Hull), St John’s (Newland) and 
St. Mary’s (Haxby). We are very grateful 
for your long-term, generous support 
and partnership in being a blessing to 
our community.

So in September 1999 the team, 
along with a hand full of volunteers 
from Boulevard Baptist Church, 
opened the door to eight children; by 
week two we were up to fifteen soon 
followed by a number of parents 

and - at the first Christmas cooked 
breakfast - teachers, police and other 
community workers. Part of the vision 

was to let the children and their 
families know that Jesus was around 
every day not just on a Sunday, I 
think over the past twenty years God 
has proved that to be true, through 
lives changed and by commitments 
to him. Twenty years on, the club 
continues to be one of Hull YFC’s 
regular activities, allowing us to serve 
the community we are a part of and 
share breakfast together; in all this, 
sharing our faith in Jesus still remains 
the main event.

Chris

Follow us on Twitter 

                     @Yfchull
For regular updates and news



Our Vision
A flourishing, resourced and resourceful, interdependent community where - out of their 
relationship with Jesus - people live a more expansive life, full of grace, peace, hope, 

purpose and love.

Our Mission
To invest our lives in under-resourced, marginalised, urban communities, using Jesus’ 
incarnation as our model.   We look to nurture the assets of the community, working 
together to: address its needs, heal its wounds, pay particular regard to its often ignored 

young people, and attentively partner in God’s transforming work.

Core Values             Board of Trustees
To be Christ centered               Andy Dorton (Chair)
To live and work holistically               Jill Barton (Safeguarding) 
To work relationally               Pete Court
To promote justice                Mike and Joy Donaldson
To live simply                Stephen Moore (Treasurer)
To serve and be served               Andy Tillotson 
Love!                 Cathy and Martyn Westby

Staff Team            Partnerships
Richard Newby - Team Leader              
Chris and Anna Hembury -              
Youth and Community  (CMS Partners)
Emma Newby - Families  
Iona Dyson - Youth and Children
Jill Keegan - Administrator

Contact Details           Patron
c/o Boulevard Baptist Church  Right Reverend Alison White
Gordon Street    The Bishop of Hull   
Hull. HU3 3HJ                
      Registered Charity
(01482) 221059    1050216
office@hullyfc.co.uk  

www.hullyfc.co.uk


